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6 min

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=obFPLRuP41w

Explains part of how , maybe a few hundred of people , managed to pull off such  a 
hoax on billions of people and majority are just oblivious or in total denial.
By knowing their strength and weaknesses , psychologically breaking down people 
and controlling their minds  from a young age via indoctrination into falsehoods and 
materialism  they are willing to do anything , including ‘selling ‘their souls  to hang 
around with the ‘Romans’ - see Caesar’s  Gallic Wars.

⸻-
Takeaway from the video 

Elite eduction 
They learn several things but they all lead to one  thing, the management of crowds, 
the management  of masses.

Books taught in elite schools  may not even be mentioned in best schools for the 
masses, if pick hundred  best kids most have not only not read them but most have not  
even heard of them.

How did this happen ? 
Surely you do not think because we have more important things to teach people than 
how  our lived  are manages outside our conscious understanding. Not to be taught ie. 
deliberately , middle of the road books by brilliant minds who transformed government 
life on earth. 

And there are hundreds more books.



⸻
Another takeaway from video.

 Caesar's  Gallic Wars 

How a small discipline  force can overwhelm  a huge brave force 50 times larger than 
itself by finding the cracks in the organization , flipping  them this side and that side to 
finally  get this political ideological hornets nest stirred up where the only way to 
survive is to hang out with the romans.

⸻
Links on Gallic Wars

“In the Gallic Wars, Julius Caesar conquered Gaul for Rome while simultaneously 
building up his military power to eventually become dictator.”

“Two examples of many bear mention in particular. 
First, Caesar illustrates Sun Tzu’s famous dictum, “If you know the enemy 
and know yourself you need not fear the results of a hundred battles.” 
His “anthropology” of the tribal culture and mentality of the Gauls and the 
Germans––their superstitions, “feudal” social hierarchies, clan loyalty, 
endemic inter-tribal warfare, proclivity for treachery and transient allegiances, 
and fear of strength and contempt for weakness––all at various times 
influence both strategy and tactics. He understands, as did Napoleon, that 
morale is to the material as three to one, that the “shock and awe” of 
superior Roman technology, whether warships, siege equipment and 
defences, or rapidly constructed bridges, can turn the tide when the outcome 
is in doubt by intimidating the enemy”.
Second, Caesar subtly describes in his own actions the qualities necessary 
for a general in the field. Time after time, at critical moments he rapidly 
surveys the field, identifies the breakdown in discipline or tactics, discerns the 
first signs of defeatism in his troops, and then quickly orders the necessary 
measures“

Source: https://www.hoover.org/research/gallic-war-julius-caesar



“The books were an instrument to influence public opinion at home”

“ In other words, it was Caesar who personally won the fight, the battle, and the 
war. This is splendid propaganda.

https://www.livius.org/sources/about/caesar-s-gallic-war/

https://study.com/academy/lesson/julius-caesar-the-gallic-wars.html

⸻

Final takeaway   from video 

Leviathan -Thomas Hobbes  ~ year 1640 

Contains pulling back the curtain so one can see the machinery.
‘Where power seems to exist, it never exists there’.

None of the politicians are in charge, you get figure head positions to draw flag.
No-one is in charge in the Senate of the house either. Those are satellite , subordinate 
, figure head positions to blame , write to, support  and back even financially. 

365 years ago everybody who was anybody knew that this was one of the biggest 
manual on how to see the reality that existed .

⸻-
Interesting article

Leviathan by Thomas Hobbes- Lessons in Motivations , Brand Promises 
and Culture

“Thomas Hobbes was a 17th-century English materialist philosopher who has 
continued to be influential in our politics and government. “



“Materialists are better thought of as people that believe the universe is a sort of 
massive machine and each component is programmed to do a role. "Leviathan" in 
particular aims to break down the motivations and structures of man into it's 
smallest parts first and then slowly expand from the inner workings of man, to 
man's place in society, “

Lesson 1 - The motivations of man are desire, aversion, and fear.
Lesson 2 - We have to give up freedom to secure more usable freedom. 
(Social Contract = Brand Promise) 

“To coexist with each other and mitigate our largest motivator (fear of death) or 
achieve peace, Hobbes argues that we must give up basic human rights to secure 
freedom” 
* observations -the principles are in natural law or 10 commandments, this is just 
a way to take away freedom from the masses and control them as it does not apply 
to the selected few
Same as in the utopia of left wing ideology  that somehow many in the ‘west ‘ still 
aspire to eg . socialism where you had the nomenclature in charge while trying to 
sell BS  in form of equality and other forms of propaganda to the masses. 
As the joke goes : 
What is the difference between capitalism  and  communism? 
Capitalism  is the exploitation of man by man and communism is the other way 
around.

Lesson 3 - Society (or organizations) needs culture and culture needs a strong 
centralised power to enforce it.

“ So who gets to decide the cultural norms? This is where Hobbes argues that 
there has to be a centralised power that upholds this mutually agreed upon social 
contract and he calls that a 'Leviathan' or a 'Sovereign'. ”
“ Surprisingly, he does argue that monarchies or dictatorships have vastly superior 
strength compared to democracies in their ability to act consistently and quickly.”

Source: https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/leviathan-thomas-hobbes-lessons-
motivations-brand-promises-hadley
———-



Am still trying to figure out how they could easily manipulate  majority even clever 
people  who seemed to have some critical thinkings. 
All psychological , 2-3 generations of  destroying human values and taking ‘global‘  
control of mass  schooling , made possible by technology  and relentless propaganda..
 Uk, France  and others ran   psychological mind control programs like mindspace 
where the goal was to change people so  they do not even notice.
Many  in the so called ‘freedom movement’  are still successfully indoctrinated 
especially into irrefutable scientific falsehoods  and  cannot think independently and 
are just the opposite face of the same coin. 

Dumb down the population through mass schooling  . This was extremely 
successful in the more affluent countries where comfort has  pacified them to 
outsource  even basic thinking and logic.
Manipulate them , taking away spirituality, family values , communities,  
traditions, controlling what is classed as ‘culture’ , infantilise them , control their 
minds and bribe them  and convince them that material rewards  and consumption 
are the way to a ‘good’ life that majority  are even willing participate in building 
their own slavery system .
Divide and rule . 

Humanity is on the brink of moving into a  global digital slavery system  and digital 
dictatorship  that will be much worst than anything ever existed. 

———
In a spiritless society, the  aim of the many has become to consume junk information, 
junk food and the aim of the day is the bread  and circus . 
Many would do anything to keep such ‘perks’ and try to fulfil the  human need of 
belonging  by being  stuck in a matrix , a destructive and suicidal cult like society as 
they do not know or have seen any different.

And the conditioning in acquiring a circular mindset , pointless careers as  many 
cannot even think any different and aspire to more meaningful and truthful  reality .
Hanging  around bars and restaurant has become a status of sophistication , relentless 
shopping .
The entertainment which can  be fun but  often of little substance and full of subliminal 
messages . Knowing  about brainless celebrities,  sport people etc.  , worshipping 



people and  blindly trusting  and defending  incompetence, crooks and criminals that 
masquerade as  ‘experts’  or people in authority and  institutions that facilitate the 
crimes of the global cartel .

⸻-

The divide and rule.
Many are virtue  signalling in their delusion of ‘ I am  a good person’ as am 
complying as told  with the latest nonsense , take photos with being proud to take the 
jab and some even  choose  sides in  fake ideologies,  fake causes in the name of  
‘science’ and wars  where they even put flags up .
-Many just participate in discrimination and have been complicit directly / indirectly  
in murder  -see medical staff  blindly following protocols or measures implemented by 
the useful idiots/ obedient servants coming up with inhumane rules , accepting and  
voting in such decisions.
-Majority embraced some form of fascism  and facilitate its implementation.
- Many are so easily manipulated ,  support love/hate  what and whoever the 
‘authority’ and media tells them  ( in WW2  my grandad , ‘one day’ he was fighting  
the Russians and ‘next day’  the  Germans  become the enemies to fight,  but that was 
conscription and not the brainwashing of the people of today . One would have 
assumed that most people would have figured out by now all wars are a racket .**)
- At airport there was signs ,  if from Ukraine ask for assistance. What about if you are 
from Iraq, Afghanistan, Yemen etc. are they not human beings because they are 
bombed by Nato countries ( the good bomb ) and not Russia. 
The hypocrisy is unbelievable. 

** http://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/War_Is_a_Racket

“It contains this summary:

War is a racket. It always has been. It is possibly the oldest, easily the 
most profitable, surely the most vicious. It is the only one international 
in scope. It is the only one in which the profits are reckoned in dollars 
and the losses in lives. A racket is best described, I believe, as something 
that is not what it seems to the majority of the people. Only a small 
'inside' group knows what it is about. It is conducted for the benefit of 
the very few, at the expense of the very many. Out of war a few people 
make huge fortunes.”


